
Some  activities and ideas to help you carry on your art learning at home.  Don’t forget to share on Twitter! 

Melt in your mouth With your family 
members, take turns describing 
something to eat; try to use as much 
detail a possible and wildly 
exaggerate the smells, tastes and 
textures of the food.  Next, take turns 
to talk about the actual eating of the 
food. For example, talk about how ice-
cream melts on your tongue, how 
peanut butter sticks to the roof of your 
mouth before swallowing it, or how 
popping candy bursts on your tongue. 

*Strike a pose*  Put on a fashion show! 
Props: spotlights (torches); a backdrop; if 
possible,  a catwalk; music.  Decide on the 
theme of your show (Spring fashions , 
holiday outfits etc); plan music and which 
roles everyone will play. If possible, include 
a designer, emcees, a journalist and 
photographer.  Plan the set up; where 
youth will enter and exit, where the 
audience will sit, what the models will wear, 
music during the show and any other props 
you may need.  Give it sass! 

Dramatic Reading Choose a funny 

poem or page from a book, but read aloud 

in your most serious expression. Think of 

your facial expressions, body language, 

the volume and speed of your voice, as 

well as your tone.  Perform to a mirror,  

pet, or family members and get their 

feedback! For younger children, you might 

need to help them memorise a short 

passage instead. 

Led by the nose! 

Travel around your house/garden 

as though you have an invisible 

thread attached to different parts 

of your body (nose, toe, ear, 

bottom!) and move as though that 

thread is being pulled.  Keeping 

safe, you might make it trickier by 

thinking of 2 body parts at once. 

The power of MIME! 
Can you tell a story without using 

any words?  Your challenge is to 

put on a mime performance (no 
talking or noise making!).  The 

secret of mime is to really 
exaggerate your actions and 

expressions, and to use music to 
convey feelings (upbeat, funny, 

serious, dangerous etc). 

Augment your reality… 
Type in the names of different animals 
into Google on a mobile phone to see 
what works (tiger and octopus, for 
example!).  Tap ‘view in 3D’ in the 
‘meet a life-sized___up close’.  Create a 
drama piece around the creature you 
meet.  How would you react?  What 
might you get up to together?  Take 
screenshots if you can! 

Family Fairy Tales Choose a fairy tale and 

read it with your family.  Your job is to 

create a board of 6 frozen images to tell 

the whole story, using your family 

members to do this.  You are the director, 

telling them how you want them to pose.  

Don’t forget to take pictures of each one 

and upload to Twitter!  You might leave 

out the title so others can guess the fairy 

tale! 

Who lives in a pineapple under the sea? 

http://filmedonstage.com/movies/517-the-

spongebob-musical 

Watch the Spongebob Musical and write a 

review.  Include a brief overview of the 

musical, your opinions on the performances, 

the songs and the set, and your rating out of 

5 stars.  Draw a picture to best capture the 

performance. 

Costume Designer Extraordinaire! 
Choose a few characters/scenes from 
your favourite book and create costumes 
and props for them, as if you are putting 
on a performance (not essential but you 
can if you want!).  Think about the 
purpose, the events and the time period 
(1800s?  1970s?).   Be as creative as you 
can with what you already have (but ask 
first!). 
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